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URGENT ACTION 
TWO DETAINED BALUCHI TEENAGERS TORTURED    
The Iranian authorities are arbitrarily detaining 18-year-old Maziar Shahbakhsh and 17-year-
old child Yasin Shahbakhsh, both from Iran’s oppressed Baluchi minority. Since their arrest, 
when both were children, the authorities have subjected them to torture and other ill-
treatment, barred them from accessing their lawyers, and denied or severely limited their 
access to their families.  
 

TAKE ACTION: WRITE AN APPEAL IN YOUR OWN WORDS OR USE THIS MODEL LETTER 
 

Head of judiciary, Gholamhossein Mohseni Ejei 
c/o Embassy of Iran to the European Union 

Avenue Franklin Roosevelt No. 15, 1050 Bruxelles, Belgium 
 

Dear Mr Gholamhossein Mohseni Ejei, 
 
The Iranian authorities are severely violating the fair trial rights of two detained Baluchi teenagers Maziar 
Shahbakhsh, 18, and Yasin Shahbakhsh, 17, rendering their detention arbitrary. Plain-clothes agents from 
the Revolutionary Guards in Zahedan, Sistan and Baluchistan province, arrested Maziar Shahbakhsh on 9 
March 2022 when he was a 17-year-old child. He was held for four months in prolonged solitary 
confinement in an undisclosed detention centre; the authorities subjected him to enforced disappearance 
for the first two months by denying his family any knowledge of his fate and whereabouts. According to 
informed sources, he gave forced “confessions” after interrogators subjected him to torture and other ill-
treatment through beatings, threats to kill him, and forcing him to stand for three days and nights. 
Interrogators questioned him about his father and paternal uncle, both killed in reported armed clashes 
with security forces prior to his arrest. They promised to release him if he acted as an informant against the 
Baluchi community. Four months after arrest, he was moved to Zahedan prison and then 10 days later to a 
youth detention facility in Zahedan where he remains. According to informed sources, the Revolutionary 
Guards have been periodically transferring him to an unknown location for several days every month, 
subjecting him to further interrogations and torture. During one interrogation, security agents told him to 
call his family and tell them to “prepare the money for the noose to hang him”. Witnesses reported seeing 
bruises and other visible injuries on his face and hands upon his return to the youth detention facility. 
 
Yasin Shahbakhsh was arrested by uniformed security agents on 3 July 2022 in the village of Kalagan, 
Sistan and Baluchistan province. He was held in a Revolutionary Guards detention centre for a week before 
being transferred to Zahedan prison where he has been held in prolonged solitary confinement in violation 
of the absolute prohibition on torture and other ill-treatment. He was denied all contact with his family 
until a brief family visit in early November 2022. According to informed sources, he was forced to give 
“confessions” under torture and other ill-treatment. Both teenagers have been denied access to legal 
representation. A Revolutionary Court judge has told their families their detention stems from their familial 
connections and torture-tainted “confessions”. They are at risk of being sentenced to lengthy prison terms 
following grossly unfair trials.   
 
I urge you to release Maziar Shahbakhsh and Yasin Shahbakhsh whose detentions are arbitrary due to the 
gravity of the denial of their fair trial rights. Pending their release, remove Yasin Shahbakhsh from solitary 
confinement and transfer him to a youth detention facility, protect them both from further torture and other 
ill-treatment, and provide them access to their families and state-appointed lawyers if they cannot afford 
independent legal representation. Finally, conduct an effective, prompt, independent and impartial 
investigation into their allegations of torture and other ill-treatment and bring those suspected of criminal 
responsibility to justice in fair trials.   
 
Yours sincerely, 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
For months after Maziar Shahbakhsh and Yasin Shahbakhsh arrests, the authorities refused to provide their 
families the reasons for their arrest and detention. In recent months, however, a Revolutionary Court judge has 
told their families that they are detained because of their familial affiliation with the father and paternal uncle of 
Maziar Shahbakhsh, who are also relatives of Yasin Shahbakhsh, and who were both killed in reported armed 
clashes with security forces several months before the teenagers’ arrests. The judge also told the family of Maziar 
Shahbakhsh that he is detained because of videos and pictures of his father and uncle found on his mobile phone 
and because he “created insecurity” in the country through his alleged involvement in the armed clash during 
which his uncle was killed.  

Maziar Shahbakhsh’s father, Abdolmalek Shahbakhsh, was killed on 15 November 2021 during armed clashes 
with security forces in Kerman province, which also resulted in the deaths of three members of the security forces, 
according to media reports. Maziar Shahbakhsh’s uncle, Gholam Shahbakhsh, was killed several months later, on 
1 January 2022, when security forces launched an armed attack on a home in Kourin in Sistan and Baluchistan 
province. According to Baluchi human rights activists, several other Baluchis were also killed during this attack. In 
relation to this incident, on 2 January 2022, state media reported that security forces in Sistan and Baluchistan 
province killed six “armed criminals” and named Gholam Shahbakhsh as one of those killed. State media also 
reported the deaths of four members of the security forces. Informed sources have told Amnesty International that 
several witnesses have signed statements that Maziar Shahbakhsh was in Zahedan during the incident in which 
his uncle was killed. However, these statements, which have been provided to the authorities, appear to have 
been ignored. According to informed sources, prior to their deaths, Abdolmalek Shahbakhsh and Gholam 
Shahbakhsh were harassed by security and intelligence agents who repeatedly attempted to recruit them as 
informants to provide intelligence on their local communities, which they refused. No independent, impartial and 
effective investigations had been conducted into the causes and circumstances of their deaths, according to 
information available to Amnesty International.  

Prior to his arrest, Yasin Shahbakhsh worked as a fuel porter (“Soukhtbar” in Persian) and was the main 
breadwinner in his family. Fuel porters generally live in extreme poverty in Sistan and Baluchistan province. They 
try to earn a living by selling fuel in border villages in Pakistan. While some have an official license to transport 
fuel, the vast majority do so irregularly through peripheral border routes and report that they are asked to pay 
regular bribes to Revolutionary Guards officials who control the border crossings. Every year, Iranian security 
forces fatally shoot or injure, with impunity, dozens of fuel porters in the name of confronting “fuel smuggling”.  

Iran’s Baluchi minority face entrenched discrimination that curtails their access to education, health care, 
employment, adequate housing and political office. Continued under-investment by central government in minority-
populated areas such as Sistan and Baluchistan province have exacerbated poverty and marginalization in the 
region. Many people in this province continue to be denied their right to sufficient, physically accessible and safe 
water due to particularly poor infrastructure, and have poor access to electricity, schools and health facilities due 
to under-investment. Amnesty International has been told by Baluchi human rights activists and families of 
detainees and prisoners that intelligence and security forces often attempt to harass and intimidate Baluchi men 
and boys to become informants in their community to control the minority population. The Baluchi minority have 
borne the brunt of the vicious crackdown by security forces during the uprising that has swept across Iran since 
September 2022, with more than 100 people killed in Sistan and Baluchistan province alone.  

Under international law, every person under the age of 18 years at the time of the alleged crime must be treated in 
accordance with the principles of child justice. Children accused of infringing the law are entitled to all fair trial 
rights that apply to adults, as well as to additional child justice protections. In particular, their treatment must reflect 
the fact that children differ from adults in their physical and psychological development and must take into account 
the best interests of the child. In the administration of child justice, states must systematically ensure respect for 
the best interests of the child; the child’s rights to life, survival and development; the child’s right to be heard; and 
the right to be free from discrimination. Deprivation of liberty must be used only as a measure of last resort and for 
the shortest appropriate period of time, and alternatives to detention must be explored by the authorities.  

PREFERRED LANGUAGE TO ADDRESS TARGET: Persian, English  
You can also write in your own language. 
 
PLEASE TAKE ACTION AS SOON AS POSSIBLE UNTIL: 24 January 2023 
Please check with the Amnesty office in your country if you wish to send appeals after the deadline. 
 
NAME AND PREFFERED PRONOUN: Maziar Shahbakhsh; Yasin Shahbakhsh (both: he/him) 
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ADDITIONAL TARGET 
 
Embassy of the Islamic Republic of Iran 
16 Prince’s Gate SW7 1PT 
Fax: 020 7589 4440 
iranemb.lon@mfa.gov.ir 
 


